
Unevenly sized letters
The writing of the girl who produced the top line of examples is typical of pupils with coordination difficulties.
Their hands do not work well enough to manage the complex movement of some letters in the same space as
the simple ones. Letters such as ‘s’ and ‘k’ indicate that they are the ones that need simplifying by protruding
above the line and giving the script an uneven appearance. Experiment with the different forms: kk+ to find
which one is easiest then perhaps try this exercise: kkk kkk ckck ckckck then ‘Jack kicked the bucket back’. You
can see that she slightly simplified her ‘s’ straight away after an explanation. Exercises such as those suggested
on the facing page, would help anyone to find the form that suits their script and to realise that there can be
different forms in different positions. A full ‘s’ works well in the initial position half ‘s’s work better in the
middle. This particular girl made some improvements but she still has some way to go. She needs to close her ‘p’
and sort out her descenders.

The next two pupils also need help to find satisfactory solutions to ‘k’ and ‘s’. They are fast writers and are
cutting too many corners.

On the bottom row you will see three different manifestations of uneven letters. The first boy has a script that
typifies tension. The jagged strokes and different sizes reflect his problems. The middle writing is distorted by bad
joins and possibly joining too much, and the last shows how bad print, involving constant repositioning, can
result in uneven heights.
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Unevenly sized letters

Letters that are different sizes make your writing uneven. They get out of line and distract the reader. The most usual
culprits are ‘s’ and ‘k’. They are complex letters that have several changes of direction to make in a small space.

The letters ‘s’ and ‘k’ are too tall. A less complicated
movement will help.

Simplify them or practise until they work better for
you.

Sometimes bad joins make letters like this ‘s’ stick out,
so lift your pen instead. The ‘p’ needs attention too.

Don't cut too many corners at speed. ‘better known’
reads as ‘better brown’.

This writer must slow down. He is going so fast that he cannot control the ‘s’ in the word ‘these’ or complete
the ‘k’ in ‘strokes’.

You can get careless about the heights of letters if you
do not join.

Bad joins can push your letters out of line. Those
‘c’s, ‘o’s and ‘s’ are the worst.

Tension can distort your writing and make your letters
vary in size. Relax.




